New products from Montana Colors. November 2013

FASTER, BIGGER & STRONGER
In 2007, due to the public demand for a product which would paint quicker,
Montana Colors created Mega, the first range of sprays in a 600ml format.
Introduced with a range of 13 colors, including Silver Chrome.
The time has now come to upgrade, so that even the most demanding
writer will remain satisfied. We have modified our formula, gaining a faster
flow, thicker lines and better coverage than ever before. Additionally, we
have extended the range to twelve of our brightest, most opaque colors.
INCREASED OPACITY
A paint’s opacity can vary greatly depending on what type of surface it is
being applied to. Which is why we always extensively test our products in
the conditions and on the surfaces it will be used. With this new formula we
have achieved a perfect equilibrium between opacity and density.
NEW COLOR CHART
With the further development of the new Hardcore 2 line and its colours, we
believe it necessary to include some of it’s colors in the Mega range. These
new colors, due to their high intensity, fall in line with the Mega concept.
Enhancing our range, we give a warm welcome to Paris Green, Anonymous
Violet and Geisha Violet, which only makes this color range more dynamic.
HIGH POWERED
A stable and uniform composition for a 600ml, which permits the can to
maintain constant pressure right to the end. Giving the Mega the ability
to achieve wider lines with better coverage than ever before, thus fully
optimising its performance.
EXTREME TEMPERATURES
This new formula also permits optimum functionality in even the most
extreme weather conditions. Fully tested as low as -15 C and above +35 C.
- Superb in extreme weather conditions
- Ultra Fast drying times
- High Coverage
- Thicker, wider lines
- Uniform lines from beginning to end

www.montanacolors.com

Real size

Mega fast

New colours and opacity

Superior velocity
Ultra fast drying times.

3 New colour tones and the rest have been completely modified.
RV1021 Amarillo Claro
Light Yellow

RV2003 Naranja Pastel
Pastel Orange

EX0161021
RV219

NEW

Verde París
Paris Green

EX0162003
RV34

EX0160219
RV225

NEW

Violeta Geisha
Geisha Violet

EX0160225

RV3020 Rojo Claro
Light Red

Verde Guacamole
Guacamole Green

EX0163020
RV8

EX0160034
RV216

NEW

Violeta Anonymous
Anonymous Violet

EX0160216

RV4010 Magenta
Magenta

Azul Claro
Light Blue

EX0164010
RV30

EX0160008
R9011

Negro
Black

EX0169011

Azul Eléctrico
Electric Blue

EX0160030
R9010

Blanco
White

EX0169010

THE MEGA TEAM

NEW MEGA COLORS, 3 NEW COLORS, HIGHER PRESSURE, BEST OPACITY
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